Making the most
of your Kirkland
Signature 6.0
Hearing Instruments
with the
Navigator app

Works with
Android
TM

My Information
Please provide the following information and
bring this brochure with you to your next
appointment:
My smartphone is:

My Apple / Google Play ID is:
Password:

My other streaming devices:

Welcome to a
new generation
of hearing aids
Your Costco Hearing Aid Center
professional has placed your order. You
will soon be ready to experience our
Android-compatible hearing instruments*,
including the ability to stream sound
from your Android device to your hearing
instruments. In order to prepare for your
next appointment, you are kindly asked
to download the Navigator app.

*The optional Phone Clip+ accessory is required to use the app.

How to download the Navigator app:
The Navigator app is free to download.
On your mobile device:
-- Go to Google Play and search for Kirkland
Signature Navigator app.
-- Click “install” and download directly to your mobile
device.
- “Accept” the request to access your Bluetooth 		
connection information.
If you do not have an account on Google Play, please
follow the Android instructions on how to set up an
account when entering Google Play on your mobile device.
The Navigator app is compatible with most Bluetoothenabled devices.

How to pair your Kirkland Signature 6.0
hearing instruments to the Phone Clip+
and an Android phone
Step 1: Pair mobile device to the Phone Clip+:
1.

Make sure the Phone Clip+ is charged. Turn it on
and remove the silver cap.

2.

Place your mobile device next to the Phone Clip+
and make sure the mobile device is on.

3.

Find the connectivity settings on your mobile device
and make sure Bluetooth is on.

4.

With the tip of a pen or similar object, press the small
blue pairing button on the back of the Phone Clip+
one time. This will put the Phone Clip+ in pairing
mode.

5.

On the mobile device, choose to search for Bluetooth devices.

6.

Your mobile device will display a list of Bluetooth
devices discovered. Choose Hearing Aid Phone
from this list.

7.

If you are asked to enter a passcode, enter “0000”
(four zeros).

8.

Your Phone Clip+ should now be paired to your
mobile device. Some mobile phones may ask
which Bluetooth service you wish to enable. Select
Headset.

Step 2: Pair the Phone Clip+ to your Kirkland Signature
6.0 hearing instruments:
1.

Remove the silver cap from the Phone Clip+.

2.

With the tip of a pen or similar object, press the 		
white pairing button on the Phone Clip+.

3.

Within 20 seconds, open and close the battery 		
doors of your hearing instruments.
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How to start using the Navigator app
After downloading the app and pairing it to both the hearing
instrument and Phone Clip+, simply tap the launch icon on your
home screen to activate the app.
1.

You will be asked: Do you want to connect now or run in
demo mode? Choose “connect now”.

2.

Terms of use: You will be asked to familiarize yourself with
the printed user guide for the Phone Clip+. It is necessary
to accept the terms of use to proceed.

3.

We recommend that you disable any lock sounds and
keyboard clicks on your mobile device. This is usually done
under “Settings” and “Sound”. Lock sounds and keyboard
clicks may interfere with Phone Clip+/app operation.

4.

You will be directed to find tutorials under “Settings” to
demonstrate the functionality of the app and help you pair
your mobile device with your Phone Clip+.
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